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ROMs THAT ERASE ONE' BYTE AT A TIME The problem of erasing nonvolatile memory quickly and selectively has been solved by a new breed of PROMs. Called E2PROMs, the new chips are already being applied in robots and nume~ical control for storage of critical software.



LAWRENCE PALLEY Non-Volatlle Memory D,v Intel Corp Santa Clara. Calif



Inside the E2PROM The structure of the E2PROM evolved from that of the conventional ultra"lolet EPROM The ultraviolet EPROM contains a floating gate between the select gate and the channel of the MOSFET which makes up the storage celi. The floating gate is onsulated by SIlicon-dioxide. so the electrons induced onto the gate remaon there Logical "1" and "0" states are obtained by either charging or leaVing uncharged the floatong gate A large charge on the floating gate prevents the transistor from conducting c4rrent through the channel when there is a constant voltage on the select gate (as IS applied when the celils read). When the floatong gate IS uncharged the transistor conducts when read The EiPROM differs from the EPROM by the addition of a thin tunnel-oxide region between the floating gate and drain of the MOSFET. The tunnel OXide region permits electrical erasure and programming. An electric field applied across the tunnel-oxide region Induces electrons to travel through the OXide to the floating gate. ApplYing a 21-V Signal to the select gate relative to the draon permits programming Erasure takes place by reversing the field across the tunnel-oxide while a voltage IS applied between the d raon and gate



EPROM cell structure



Increasing demands are being placed on instrument and controller manufacturers for more powerful, reliable, and flexible systems. To meet these needs, greater use of electronic control via the microprocessor is often the solution. Choosing a memory system to operate with a microprocessor is also important for providing the necessary system capabilities. In particular, program memory must meet a combination of requirements. These include high density, reliability over temperature, operation at system speed, and the ability to be reprogrammed when necessary by the system itself. Program memories, to date, have not been able to fill this bill.
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Field OXide
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The E2PROM interface Although early versions of E2PROM chips contained little more than the memory array itself, later versions contained much of the interface circuitry required to connect the devices into a microcomputer system. Presently available chips contain write-pulse shaper cIrcuitry, write tImer, and address and data latches. The function of much of this circuitry is to make the PPROM appear to the microprocessor like a conventional RAM. Future versions of the chips WIll also contain 5 to 21-V conversion circuits that generate the write voltage, and a write-protect cIrcuit that guards against aCCIdental writes into memory caused by power-supply spIkes during power-up and power-down. All versions will have identical pin-out connections to allow easy upgrading to later chips that will have higher densIties. The functIon of the write-shaping CIrCUIt within the chIp IS partIcularly Important to long-term chIp reliability and speedy writing. Write pulses to the memory are shaped so that the leadIng corners are rounded off ThIs elIminates voltage spIkes that degrade the thin tunnel-oxIde regIon in the storage cell Another function'of the write-pulse



However, a new type of memory appears to have overcome all of these obstacles. Called the electrically erasable PROM (E2PROM), the chip was introduced two years ago and is now providing its worth in the industrial environment. E2PROMs get their name from the ability to be erased, one byte (eight bits) at a time, by an electrical pulse which can be easily generated by conventional computer circuitry. Moreover, nonvolatile information can be stored in the memory quickly, generally in a few milliseconds per byte. Access time for reading out data is about 250 ns, ,comparable to that of normal ROMs. The ability to program and



Internal write algorithm generating circuit is to speed chip programming by sensing the amount of charge induced in the cell gates. The circuit stops generating write pulses when it senses that the cell charge is sufficient to retain data. This techni~ue allows the typical programming tIme required to be as much as 75% less than the worst-case programming time.
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erase single locations within the chips makes these memories prime candidates for storing frequently changed data such as setpoints and endpoints in industrial-control programs. For example, motion paths in robotics systems typically are changed during retooling. Because robotic systems are used for a variety of applications, E2PROMs often are used to store the path programs. Slight changes in setpoints,' as might be required in fine-tuning an assembly line during start-up, can then be entered directly at the factory-floor station. In computers built into programmable controllers, E2PROM is often preferable to conventional RAM with battery back-up. One problem 5-87



with battery power is that the average four-year lifetime of most storage batteries is far less than that of the systems in which they reside. Thus, batteries represent a maintenance and replacement cost. Moreover, there is always some uncertainty about remaining battery life and possible leakage and rupture. Even long-life batteries are not without drawbacks. By government ruling, the lithium chemistry on which many of these cells are based cannot be air-freighted, and there are other regulatory shipping restrictions.



PROM technologies Some of the advantages that E2PROMs provide can be mus-
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trated by comparing them' to older ROM technologies. Conventional masked ROMs are programmed during one of the masking steps in their manufacturing process. Consequently, these devices cannot be reprogrammed. However, they have the lowest cost-perbit of any nonvolatile semiconductor memory, and they are the most dense. Another kind of ROM, the bipolar fieldprogrammable ROM, can be programmed after manufacture by blowing microscopic fuses on the chips. However, these devices can be programmed only once. Ultraviolet electrically programmable ROMs (EPROMs) can be reprogrammed many times. The programming mechanism is electrical signals applied to the chip, trapping electrons on isolated gates within each memory cell. The presence or absence of a charge on these gates is read as a "I" or "0." Exposing the chips to ultraviolet light erases the memory by inducing stored charges to leave the gates. Programming takes a few seconds, but the erasure process, which erases all locations in the chip, takes about 30 minutes. With the ROM, PROM, and EPROM system shutdown, dismantling, and chip replacement are required to change programs. Another type of ROM, the electrically alterable ROM (EAROM), has several characteristics in common with the E2PROM. Individual locations within EAROMs can be selectively reprogrammed by applying the proper voltages, as with E2PROMs. However, the access time required to read an EAROM can be slow, up to 600 ns, and the manufacturing process for these devices is complicated. Consequently, their costs have tended to remain high. Moreover, these devices



are only available in· low densities. Internally, EAROMs use a completely different construction than E2PROMs do. Another kind of nonvolatile memory, the nonvolatile random-access memory (NVRAM) is sometimes confused with E2PROMs. The NVRAM contains a conventional RAM, with each location backed-up by an E 2 PROM cell. The memory operates as a conventional RAM until power is removed. The system then uses a power down routine to pulse the NVRAM, storing the entire RAM contents in back-up E 2 PROM. The process is reversed when power returns. About I to 5 /Jos are required to recall data from the E2 PROM into the RAM and 20 ms to store data into the E 2 PROM. Memory read times are equivalent to those of RAMs. However, this kind of memory requires nine transistors to store a single bit of information, compared to two transistors for E 2 PROM. Thus, NVRAMs are the least dense of the nonvolatile semiconductor technologies, and are likely to remain so. Whereas single E 2 PROM chips will probably reach 256K bit densities by 1985, NVRAMs will be able to store 16K bits.



E2PROM technology E2PROMs evolved from ultraviolet EPROM technology. Both devices contain an electron-storage gate "floating" in an oxide insulator above a transistor channel. A sufficiently large charge on the gate keeps the transistor from conducting current through the channel. But the E2PROM contains an additional thin oxide between the floating gate and the transistor drain. Applying a 2I-V signal across this oxide, under the proper conditions, 5-88



causes electrons to travel from the drain to the floating gate. Reversing the 21 V signal across the oxide erases the E 2 PROM cell. The user selects the byte program or erase modes by applyin& TTL control signals to the E PROM device address and data pins while strobing the Vpp pin with a 10ms 21V pulse. A single byte or the entire E 2 PROM array can be erased in 10 ms. Programming each byte also takes 10 ms. First-generation E2PROM chips require a number of peripheral circuits for writing information into the chip. These circuits include address and data latches, a write-state timer to signal other circuits when the E2PROM is in the process of writing, writeprotect circuits that prevent inadvertent data entries during power-up and power-down, and signal shaping circuitry that rounds off the sharp leading edges of the write-voltage pulse. This shaping circuitry prevents sharp spikes on the leading edge of these wave forms from degrading the thin oxide near the floating gate of each storage cell. Reliability problems can result without this circuitry. In addition, some systems require a 2I-V powersupply circuit to generate the write-pulse voltage. Later versions of E2PROM incorporate much of this peripheral circuitry on the E2PROM chip itself. The goal is to make the chip behave as closely as possible to a conventional J;tAM chip. To that end, newer memory chips incorporate address and data latches, write timer, and write-pulse shaping circuits. Versions of these chips planned for the near future will include write-protect circuitry and a· voltage conversion circuit that AFN-01622A
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Patching a branch table One application for E2PROM chips found in industrial computer systems concerns providing a means of removing or replaCing computer routines that have been entered in nonvolatile memory such as conventional ROM or EPROM. In cases where programs must be changed in the field or after manufacture, E2PROMs can be used to add new routines in place of old ones. Here, a so-called Jump table is placed in the E2PROM. The jump table instructions pOint to computer software routines placed in the permanent nonvolatile memory. Should it become necessary to change or correct any of these routines, the new routine is just added in spare E2PROM locallons. TM jump pointer in E2PROM is then altered to POint to the new routine instead of the old routine In ROM or EPROM. This technique allows changes In software ~,thout system dIsmantling and new PROM chIps
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will change a normal 5-V signal to the 21-V level required for writing into the chip. In addition to simplifying interface circuitry, new versions of the memories also simplify microprocessor tasks during major portions of the write cycles so that the processor need not wait for the entire 20 ms required to erase and write data into the chip. The internal address and data latches in these chips allow the microprocessor to spend only as much time as ~ould normally be required to write information into a conventional RAM chip.



ROM/EPROM



The micro simply sends the data and address to the E2PROM chip. The chip holds this information in its latches while writing takes place. During the write process, the chip signals to the microprocessor that it cannot accept more data by holding a special Readyl Busy signal in the Busy state. Once writing is complete, the chip puts this line in theReady state to signal that it can accept another writing cycle. Before the memory chip can write data in a memory location, it must first erase any data in that location (automatically). The time for the entire 5-89



erase/write operation is specified at 20 ms per byte. However, the chip can actually perform the cycle in much less time because of an internal feedback control loop. About every three milliseconds during the write process, the chip measures the charge induced on the floating gates in the memory cells. Once it detects that the stored charge is sufficient to retain the data, it ends the write operation. This procedure allows the chip to perform writes typically within about ten milliseconds.



Reliability The reliability of most semiconductor devices increases as manufacturers get more experience with production practices. This is especially true with E2PROM fabrication which draws on years of EPROM production experience. There are two main criteria involved in E2PROM reliability. The first is an ability to perform at least 10,000 erase/write cycles on each memory location. The second characteristic is the ability to retain data for long time period~ after programming. The failure mechanism in erase/write cycles is a tendency for the chip to traP charges in the oxide during erase and write cycles. After many erase/write cycles (greater than 10,000), the oxide can retain enough residual charge to make it difficult to distinguish· between "0" and "1" states. E2PROMs are designed to store data for over 20 years. Since the storage mechanism is a charge placed on the floating gate of a transistor, the charge on this gate can eventually dissipate after 20 years. Nevertheless, charge storage is not affected by reading the memory. Charge· on the gates does not degrade, no matter how many read cycles are performed. IiiIIID AFN-01822A
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